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La Sirena Kiera Cass
Go behind the scenes of Kiera Cass’s #1 bestselling Selection series with this gorgeous
collection of novellas and exclusive extras Meet Prince Maxon before he fell in love with
America, and a girl named Amberly before she became queen. See the Selection through the eyes of
a guard who watched his first love drift away and a girl who fell for a boy who wasn’t the
prince. This must-have companion to the Selection series includes all four novellas as well as
exclusive bonus content. Includes: The Prince The Guard The Queen The Favorite Exclusive new
scenes from The Selection, The Elite, and The One Introductions to each novella from Kiera Cass
A map of Illéa and other illustrations And more!
Thirty-five beautiful girls. Thirty-five beautiful rivals...
36 questions guaranteed to make two strangers fall head over heels in love with each other?
What's not to like. A clever, wry, funny, rom-com. For fans of The Rosie Project. Inspired by
the real psychology study popularized by the New York Times and its "Modern Love" column, this
contemporary YA/crossover is perfect for fans of Eleanor and Park, Jo Jo Moyes, Carrie Hope
Fletcher and Cecila Ahern. Two random strangers. Thirty-six questions to make them fall in love.
Hildy and Paul each have their own reasons for taking part in the psychology study (in Paul's
case it is the $40, in Hildy's the reasons are significantly more complex). The study poses the
simple question: Can love be engineered between two random strangers? Hildy and Paul must ask
each other 36 questions, ranging from "What is your most terrible memory?" to "When did you last
sing to yourself?" By the time Hildy and Paul have made it to the end of the questionnaire,
they've laughed and cried and lied and thrown things and run away and come back again. They've
also each discovered the painful secret the other was trying so hard to hide. But have they
fallen in love?
The captivating third book in Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series
America Singer searches for her happily ever after in this swoon-worthy YA dystopian romance,
perfect for readers who loved Veronica Roth’s Divergent, Lauren Oliver’s Delirium, or Renée
Ahdieh’s The Wrath & the Dawn. Entering the Selection changed America Singer's life in ways she
never could have imagined. Since she arrived at the palace, America has struggled with her
feelings for her first love, Aspen—and her growing attraction to Prince Maxon. Now she's made
her choice . . . and she's prepared to fight for the future she wants. Don’t miss The Betrothed,
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a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and lovers of
courtly intrigue alike!
36 Questions That Changed My Mind About You
King Sejong Invents an Alphabet
The Queen
A Novella
The Selection Stories #2: The Queen & The Favorite

A Good Morning America featured thriller, 2021 People magazine "Best Books of Summer" winner and a Good
Housekeeping "Best Beach Read to Add to Your Summer Reading List" From Katherine St. John, author of The Lion's Den,
comes a "reading experience that’s as layered and decadent as a slice of tiramisu" about a Hollywood heartthrob, his co-star
ex-wife, and a film set on an isolated island that will unearth long-buried secrets—and unravel years of lies (Emily Henry, NYT
bestselling author of People We Meet on Vacation, New York Times Book Review). ? In the midst of a sizzling hot summer,
some of Hollywood's most notorious faces are assembled on the idyllic Caribbean island of St. Genesius to film The Siren,
starring dangerously handsome megastar Cole Power playing opposite his ex-wife, Stella Rivers. The surefire blockbuster
promises to entice audiences with its sultry storyline and intimately connected cast. Three very different women arrive on set,
each with her own motive. Stella, an infamously unstable actress, is struggling to reclaim the career she lost in the wake of
multiple, very public breakdowns. Taylor, a fledgling producer, is anxious to work on a film she hopes will turn her career
around after her last job ended in scandal. And Felicity, Stella's mysterious new assistant, harbors designs of her own that
threaten to upend everyone's plans. With a hurricane brewing offshore, each woman finds herself trapped on the island,
united against a common enemy. But as deceptions come to light, misplaced trust may prove more perilous than the storm
itself. Includes a Reading Group Guide.
National Jewish Book Award Finalist "Rosner’s exquisite, heart-rending debut novel is proof that there’s always going to be
room for another story about World War II....This is an absolutely beautiful and necessary novel, full of heartbreak but also
hope, about the bond between mother and daughter, and the sacrifices made for love." —The New York Times In Poland, as
World War II rages, a mother hides with her young daughter, a musical prodigy whose slightest sound may cost them their
lives. As Nazi soldiers round up the Jews in their town, Róza and her 5-year-old daughter, Shira, flee, seeking shelter in a
neighbor’s barn. Hidden in the hayloft day and night, Shira struggles to stay still and quiet, as music pulses through her and
the farmyard outside beckons. To soothe her daughter and pass the time, Róza tells her a story about a girl in an enchanted
garden: The girl is forbidden from making a sound, so the yellow bird sings. He sings whatever the girl composes in her head:
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high-pitched trills of piccolo; low-throated growls of contrabassoon. Music helps the flowers bloom. In this make-believe
world, Róza can shield Shira from the horrors that surround them. But the day comes when their haven is no longer safe, and
Róza must make an impossible choice: whether to keep Shira by her side or give her the chance to survive apart. Inspired by
the true stories of Jewish children hidden during World War II, Jennifer Rosner’s debut is a breathtaking novel about the
unbreakable bond between a mother and a daughter. Beautiful and riveting, The Yellow Bird Sings is a testament to the
triumph of hope—a whispered story, a bird’s song—in even the darkest of times.
The award-winning novel that started it all. “A riveting tale from start to finish. Between the simmering romance, the rich
and inventive fantasy world, and one seriously jaw-dropping finale, readers will clamor for the next book—and I'll be at the
front of the line!” —Marissa Meyer, New York Times bestselling author of the Lunar Chronicles In a world at war, a slave
girl’s lethal curse could become one kingdom’s weapon of salvation. If the curse—and the girl—can be controlled. “I raise my
chin as the buyers stare. Yes. Look. You don’t want me. Because, eventually, accidentally, I will destroy you.” As a slave in
the war-weary kingdom of Faelen, seventeen-year-old Nym isn’t merely devoid of rights, her Elemental kind are only born
male and always killed at birth—meaning, she shouldn’t even exist. Standing on the auction block beneath smoke-drenched
mountains, Nym faces her fifteenth sell. But when her hood is removed and her storm-summoning killing curse revealed,
Nym is snatched up by a court advisor and given a choice: be trained as the weapon Faelen needs to win the war or be killed.
Choosing the former, Nym is unleashed into a world of politics, bizarre parties, and rumors of an evil more sinister than she’s
being prepared to fight . . . not to mention the trainer whose dark secrets lie behind a mysterious ability to calm every
lightning strike she summons. But what if she doesn’t want to be the weapon they’ve all been waiting for? Set in a beautifully
eclectic world of suspicion, super abilities, and monsters, Storm Siren is a story of power. And whoever controls that power
will win. “Intense and intriguing. Fans of high stakes fantasy won't be able to put it down.” —CJ Redwine, New York Times
bestselling author of the Ravenspire series “Mary Weber has created a fascinating, twisted world. Storm Siren sucked me in
from page one—I couldn’t stop reading! This is a definite must-read, the kind of book that kept me up late into the night
turning the pages!” —Lindsay Cummings, author of the Androma Saga “A riveting read! Mary Weber's rich world and
heartbreaking heroine had me from page one. You're going to fall in love with this love story.” —Josephine Angelini,
internationally bestselling author of the Starcrossed trilogy “Elegant prose and intricate world-building twist into a
breathless cyclone of a story that will constantly keep you guessing. More please!” —Shannon Messenger, author of the Sky
Fall series
The second book in Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series With even more glamour, intrigue, and
swoon-worthy romance, this sparkling sequel to The Selection will captivate readers who loved Veronica Roth’s Divergent,
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Lauren Oliver’s Delirium, or Renée Ahdieh’s The Wrath & the Dawn. Thirty-five girls came to the palace to compete in the
Selection, and to win Prince Maxon’s heart. Now six girls remain, and the competition is fiercer than ever—but America
Singer is still struggling to decide where her heart truly lies. Is it Prince Maxon—and life as the queen—that she wants? Or is it
still Aspen, her first love?
The Rest is Jungle and Other Stories
City of Ghosts
Mermaid
The Wicked Deep
A Novel
For fans of Rick Yancey and Marie Lu, Undertow is book one in this much-anticipated, genre-breaking, breath-catching new trilogy for teens from New
York Times bestselling author Michael Buckley in which a 16-year-old girl is caught in an epic clash of civilizations when a society of undersea warriors
march out of the ocean into modern-day Coney Island.
The first four novels in Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series—now available in one ebook collection! Prepare to be swept into a
world of breathless fairy-tale romance, swoonworthy characters, glittering gowns, and fierce intrigue perfect for readers who loved Divergent, Delirium, or
The Wrath & the Dawn. In The Selection, The Elite, and The One, thirty-five girls enter the competition of a lifetime. The Selection is a chance to escape a
rigid caste system, live in a palace, and compete for the heart of gorgeous Prince Maxon. But for America Singer, being Selected is a nightmare. It means
turning her back on her secret love with Aspen, who is a caste below her, and competing for a crown she doesn’t want. Then America meets Prince
Maxon—and realizes that the life she’s always dreamed of may not compare to a future she never imagined. In The Heir, Princess Eadlyn becomes the first
ever princess of Illéa to hold a Selection of her own—but she doesn’t believe that any of her thirty-five suitors will capture her heart…
The first of two novellas set in the world of Kiera Cass's No. 1 New York Times bestselling Selection series – Prince Maxon’s story!
Before America Singer's story began, another girl came to the palace to compete for the hand of a different prince…. Don't miss this digital original novella
set in the captivating world of Kiera Cass's #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series. This prequel story takes place before the events of The Selection
and is told from the point of view of Prince Maxon's mother, Amberly. Discover a whole new Selection with this inside look at how Maxon's parents
met—and how an ordinary girl named Amberly became a beloved queen. Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
Storm Siren
The Selection (The Selection, Book 1)
Pack digital
The Selection Stories: The Prince & The Guard
The Selection Coloring Book

In this sequel to The Queen’s Rising, Brienna has chosen passion over blood, but can she put her country before her heart? Perfect for fans of
SIX OF CROWS and Sarah J. Maas.
Following the intrigue and danger of The Winner's Curse and the revolution and romance of The Winner's Crime, Kestrel finds herself in the
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tundra's mines and Arin has sailed home. The empire seems unstoppable. Lies will come undone, and Kestrel and Arin will learn just how much
their crimes will cost them in this third and final installment in the heart-stopping Winner's trilogy.
From #1 NYT bestselling author Victoria Schwab comes a sweeping, spooky, evocative adventure, perfect for fans of "Stranger Things" and
Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children. A New York Times bestseller!Ever since Cass almost drowned (okay, she did drown, but she
doesn't like to think about it), she can pull back the Veil that separates the living from the dead . . . and enter the world of spirits. Her best friend
is even a ghost.So things are already pretty strange. But they're about to get much stranger.When Cass's parents start hosting a TV show about
the world's most haunted places, the family heads off to Edinburgh, Scotland. Here, graveyards, castles, and secret passageways teem with
restless phantoms. And when Cass meets a girl who shares her "gift," she realizes how much she still has to learn about the Veil -- and
herself.And she'll have to learn fast. The city of ghosts is more dangerous than she ever imagined.#1 NYT bestselling author Victoria Schwab
delivers a thrillingly spooky and action-packed tale of hauntings, history, mystery, and the bond between friends (even if that friend is a ghost . .
.).
Supernova is Marissa Meyer's fearless finale to the New York Times-bestselling Renegade trilogy – you won't want to miss this. You can't wear
a mask forever. Love and Anarchy won't allow it. With their alter egos at war, their allies at each other's throats and their feelings for one
another growing, Nova and Adrian battle to keep their secret identities under wraps as their greatest fears are realized. Anarchy is once again
heading for Gatlon City, and this time it may not survive.
The Selection, The Elite, The One, The Heir
Undertow
The Elite
A Twist on the Classic Tale
The Prince (The Selection Novellas, Book 1)
When I first met Jasmine Greene, she came in as raindrops. I was the awkward musician, and she was the high
school queen. The only things we had in common were our music and our loneliness. Something in her eyes told
me her smile wasn't always the truth. Something in her voice gave me a hope I always wished to find. And in a
flash, she was gone. Years later, she was standing in front of me on a street in New Orleans. She was different, but
so was I. Life made us colder. Harder. Isolated. Caged. Even though we were different, the broken pieces of me
recognized the sadness in her. Now she was back, and I wouldn't make the mistake of letting her go again. When I
first met Jasmine Greene, she came in as raindrops. When we met again, I became her darkest storm.
Prepare to be swept away by the gorgeous gowns and breathless romance of Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times
bestselling Selection series—now brought to life in this beautifully illustrated coloring book. Features original blackand-white line drawings of favorite characters and moments from the world of Illéa, as well as stunningly designed
hand-lettered quotes from all five Selection books, all on perforated pages that can easily be removed and
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displayed. The Selection Coloring Book is the perfect companion for fans of the Selection series and a captivating
journey for any reader who loves a happily ever after.
From the award-winning, bestselling author of Hold Still and We Are Okay. Colby and Bev have a long-standing
pact: graduate, hit the road with Bev's band, and then spend the year wandering around Europe. But moments
after the tour kicks off, Bev makes a shocking announcement: she's abandoning their plans - and Colby - to start
college in the fall. But the show must go on and The Disenchantments weave through the Pacific Northwest,
playing in small towns and dingy venues, while roadie- Colby struggles to deal with Bev's already-growing distance
and the most important question of all: what's next? Morris Award–finalist Nina LaCour draws together the beauty
and influences of music and art to brilliantly capture a group of friends on the brink of the rest of their lives.
Kiera Cass brings another sparkling romance to a stunning conclusion in this sequel to the instant #1 New York
Times bestseller The Betrothed. Can you follow your heart when it's already broken? After fleeing Coroa and
leaving the memory of her beloved Silas behind, Hollis is unsteadily adjusting to life in Isolte. The Eastoffe family's
affection is a balm on her weary spirit, though Etan, a surly cousin with a deep distaste for Coroans, threatens to
upset the uneasy peace she's found. While tensions at home ratchet up, disquiet in the kingdom of Isolte is
reaching a fever pitch. The Eastoffes may have the power to unseat a tyrannical king--but only with Hollis's help.
Can a girl who's lost it all put the fate of her adopted homeland over the secret longings of her heart?
Behind the Bars
The Heir
Supernova
The Selection Series 4-Book Collection
The Queen’s Resistance (The Queen’s Rising, Book 2)
Sequel to WolfsongGordo Livingstone never forgot the lessons carved into his skin. Hardened by the betrayal of a
pack who left him behind, he sought solace in the garage in his tiny mountain town, vowing never again to involve
himself in the affairs of wolves.It should have been enough.And it was, until the wolves came back, and with them,
Mark Bennett. In the end, they faced the beast together as a pack... and won.Now, a year later, Gordo has found
himself once again the witch of the Bennett pack. Green Creek has settled after the death of Richard Collins, and
Gordo constantly struggles to ignore Mark and the song that howls between them.But time is running out.
Something is coming. And this time, it's crawling from within.Some bonds, no matter how strong, were made to be
broken
Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series has captured the hearts of readers from its very first
page. Now the end of the journey is here. Prepare to be swept off your feet by The Crown—the eagerly awaited,
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wonderfully romantic fifth and final book in the Selection series. In The Heir, a new era dawned in the world of The
Selection. Twenty years have passed since America Singer and Prince Maxon fell in love, and their daughter is the
first princess to hold a Selection of her own. Eadlyn didn’t think she would find a real partner among the
Selection’s thirty-five suitors, let alone true love. But sometimes the heart has a way of surprising you…and now
Eadlyn must make a choice that feels more difficult—and more important—than she ever expected.
Kiera Cass, autora best seller internacional, ha cautivado a millones de lectoras en todo el mundo desde que
escribió la primera página de su serie La Selección. Con La sirena te sumergirás en un océano de aventuras y
emoción.
In 15th-century Korea, King Sejong was distressed. The complicated Chinese characters used for reading and
writing meant only rich, educated people could read--and that was just the way they wanted it. But King Sejong
thought all Koreans should be able to read and write, so he worked in secret for years to create a new Korean
alphabet. King Sejong's strong leadership and determination to bring equality to his country make his 600-yearold story as relevant as ever.
the addictive story of obsessive love from the bestselling author of Asking for It
The Yellow Bird Sings
Estuche La Selección
The Guard. [Instructions for the Purchase, Etc. of Pianofortes.]
The Betrothed

A collection of short stories by Mario Benedetti that explores the gray area of life where people must
make decisions with imperfect knowledge and flawed hearts.
A New York Times bestseller. “A wickedly chilling debut.” —School Library Journal “Complex and
sweetly satisfying.” —Booklist “Prepare to be bewitched.” —Paula Stokes, author of Girl Against the
Universe “A story about the redemptive power of love.” —Amber Smith, New York Times bestselling
author of The Way I Used to Be “Eerie and enchanting.” —Jessica Spotswood, author of The Cahill Witch
Chronicles Hocus Pocus and Practical Magic meets the Salem Witch trials in this haunting story about
three sisters on a quest for revenge—and how love may be the only thing powerful enough to stop them.
Welcome to the cursed town of Sparrow… Where, two centuries ago, three sisters were sentenced to
death for witchery. Stones were tied to their ankles and they were drowned in the deep waters
surrounding the town. Now, for a brief time each summer, the sisters return, stealing the bodies of three
weak-hearted girls so that they may seek their revenge, luring boys into the harbor and pulling them
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under. Like many locals, seventeen-year-old Penny Talbot has accepted the fate of the town. But this
year, on the eve of the sisters’ return, a boy named Bo Carter arrives; unaware of the danger he has just
stumbled into. Mistrust and lies spread quickly through the salty, rain-soaked streets. The townspeople
turn against one another. Penny and Bo suspect each other of hiding secrets. And death comes swiftly to
those who cannot resist the call of the sisters. But only Penny sees what others cannot. And she will be
forced to choose: save Bo, or save herself.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Selection series comes this sweeping standalone
fantasy romance. A girl with a secret. The boy of her dreams. An ocean between them.
The queen: Before America Singer's story began, another girl came to the palace to compete for the
hand of a different prince. In The Queen, follow Prince Maxon's mother, Amberly, through the Selection
that made her a beloved queen.
Happily Ever After: Companion to the Selection Series
The Glittering Court
The Betrayed
The siren
The Siren
Twenty years ago, America Singer entered the Selection and won Prince Maxon's heart. Now the time has come for Princess Eadlyn
to hold a Selection of her own. Eadlyn doesn't expect her Selection to be anything like her parents' fairy-tale love story.
A would-be queen. A handsome king. A perfect match . . . or is it?
A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER The Selection meets Reign in this dazzling trilogy of interwoven novels about three girls on
a quest for freedom and true love from #1 internationally bestselling author Richelle Mead. "Brilliant and original, Mead’s new
series starts off with a bang and will leave readers on the edge of their seats until the very end." —School Library Journal For a
select group of girls, the Glittering Court offers a shot at a life they’ve only ever dreamed of, one of luxury, glamour, and leisure. To
high-born Adelaide, whose wealthy family is forcing her into a loveless marriage, the Glittering Court represents something else:
the chance to chart her own destiny, and adventure in an unspoiled, prosperous new land across the sea. After a chance meeting
with the dazzling Cedric Thorn, Adelaide poses as a servant to join the crop of impoverished girls he promises to transform into
proper ladies. But her familiarity with upper class life comes with a price: she must hide her identity from her new friends,
mysterious refugee Mira and fiery former laundress Tamsin, and most importantly, from Cedric himself—even though she’s falling
in love with him. Everything begins to crumble when Cedric discovers Adelaide’s ruse, and she catches the eye of a powerful
young governor, who wants her for a wife. She didn’t leave the gilded cage of her old life behind just to become someone else's
property. But nothing is as daunting—or as wonderful—as the potent, forbidden attraction simmering between Adelaide and Cedric.
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One that, if acted on, would make them both outcasts in a wild, dangerous, uncharted world, and possibly lead them to their
deaths.
Las cinco novelas de la maravillosa serie La Selección de Kiera Cass reunidas por primera vez en un maravilloso estuche.
The Prince
The Disenchantments
The One
Almost Love
In 27 Days

A surprising take on Hans Christian Anderson's classic tale, Mermaid is the story of two women with everything to lose. Princess
Margrethe has been hidden away while her kingdom is at war. One gloomy, windswept morning as she stands in a convent garden
overlooking the icy sea, she witnesses a miracle: a glittering mermaid emerging from the waves, a nearly drowned man in her
arms. By the time Margrethe reaches the shore, the mermaid has disappeared into the sea. As Margrethe nurses the handsome
stranger back to health, she learns that not only is he a prince, he is also the son of her father's greatest rival. Sure that the
mermaid brought this man to her for a reason, Margrethe devises a plan to bring peace to her kingdom. Meanwhile, the mermaid
princess Lenia longs to return to the human man she carried to safety. She is willing to trade her home, her voice, and even her
health for legs and the chance to win his heart…. Beautifully written and compulsively readable, Mermaid will make you think twice
about the fairytale you heard as a child, keeping you in suspense until the very last page.
"Sixteen-year-old America Singer is living in the caste-divided nation of Illéa, which formed after the war that destroyed the United
States. America is chosen to compete in the Selection--a contest to see which girl can win the heart of Illéa's prince--but all she
really wants is a chance for a future with her secret love, Aspen, who is a caste below her"-16-year-old Hadley is the only person who can save Archer Morales, a boy she barely knows---but to do so she makes a deal with
Death and go back 27 days in time to stop Archer from committing suicide.
Discover the untold stories of two fan favorite characters in these novellas set in the world of Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times
bestselling Selection series The Prince and The Guard offer captivating views into the hearts and minds of the two men fighting to
win America Singer’s love. The Selection Stories also features bonus content, including an extended ending to The Prince, a Q&A
with Kiera Cass, family trees, playlists, and more! Before America arrived at the palace to compete in the Selection, there was
another girl in Prince Maxon’s life. In The Prince, follow Maxon from the week before the Selection begins through the first day of
the competition. Raised as a Six, Aspen Leger never dreamed that he would find himself living in the palace. In The Guard, get an
inside look at Aspen’s life as a palace guard—and the truth about his world that America will never know.
The Crown
Ravensong
The Winner's Kiss
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La sirena
The Selection

Don’t miss this captivating novella set in the world of the #1 New York Times bestselling
Selection series! Go behind the scenes of the competition with this story from the point
of view of Prince Maxon. Before America Singer was chosen to compete in the Selection,
there was another girl in Prince Maxon’s life . . . . In The Prince, follow Prince Maxon
through the week leading up to the beginning of the Selection—and the day he first meets
America. The Prince also includes a teaser to The Elite, the enchanting second book in
the Selection series. Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each
month.
For fans of Marian Keyes, Dolly Alderton and Holly Bourne, ALMOST LOVE is one of the most
addictive and heartbreaking reads of the year 'Compulsive' Sunday Times 'Breaks another
boundary' Irish Times 'A must-read' Image 'Honest and poignant' Elle 'Intelligent and
compelling' Daily Mail When Sarah falls for Matthew, she falls hard. So it doesn't matter
that he's twenty years older. That he sees her only in secret. That, slowly but surely,
she's sacrificing everything else in her life to be with him. Sarah's friends are
worried. Her father can't understand how she could allow herself to be used like this.
And she's on the verge of losing her job. But Sarah can't help it. She is addicted to
being desired by Matthew. And love is supposed to hurt. Isn't it?
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